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Editorial
The masses around the world continue to resist, despite the increasingly brutal crackdown by the
capitalist state apparatus
The 2008 capitalist crisis is still continuing and deepening. Overall, there are no new areas of development of
the productive forces. More workers are retrenched; mass schooling is being collapsed and privatized, as is
public health care, as is state-owned electricity generation. The crisis of falling profits pushes the capitalists to
explore new areas to exploit, taking back past gains of workers, as well as forcing the artificial raising of food,
commodity, electricity, gas and housing prices.
The reactionary forces that lead the workers’ movement, chaining the masses to the capitalist class, have
become increasingly discredited. This has opened up a period of revolutionary possibilities. What is missing is
a revolutionary working class party (an International) that can develop a programme to give leadership to the
current struggles so that it develops to the point of the working class taking power. There are huge possibilities
for such a revolutionary International to develop. As the masses begin to break from their traditional
leaderships, every capitalist regime on the planet is under threat of being overthrown through revolutionary
mass action.
Europe and North America
On the 14th November there was strike action and co-ordinated protest across 23 countries in Europe against
the capitalist ‘austerity’. This was an anti-capitalist strike that shows the way forward to a Europe-wide
overthrow of all the capitalist regimes- a realization that the working class faces the same enemy. This coordinated action shows the way forward to the working class around the world. In our next issue we hope to
produce a detailed analysis of the revolutionary possibilities in Europe.
Only 118 out of 237 million age-eligible voters, about 50%, turned up to vote in the US November elections.
131 million voted in 2008. This is a drop of 10%. The biggest drop was 15% in New York, where Hurricane
Sandy hit. The drop in voter turnout was despite a record spending of $6bn, for electioneering- the biggest
spend in history. [$6bn is bigger than the GDP of at least 46 countries in the world, bigger than that of Malawi
that is chained to the Phillip Morris US tobacco co and the British American Tobacco co].
The disaffection of more than half of the population of the USA, millions of workers, with their state is one of
the factors weighing against the continued attacks by US imperialism, through their backing of Israel, against
the Palestinian masses. What is lacking is the transformation of the Occupy Wall Street movement into a direct
political challenge of the state. We proposed some time ago that it was necessary to launch an ‘Occupy White
House’ movement, to build on the gains of the Occupy Wall street movement. The LRP (League for the
Revolutionary Party) dismisses the Occupy Wall Street movement as being dominated by the middle class, yet
it only raises an economist critique of the movement. What is needed is to begin to make the link between Wall
Street and the need to overthrow the state apparatus that protects it, that is the protective arm of the
banksters, the imperialist-capitalist class.
Syria
Virtually every day now hundreds of the Syrian masses are being massacred by the Assad regime. In recent
history, the scale of the brutality is only overshadowed by the slaughter of over 6 million people in the DRC by
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imperialist backed forces. Over 50 000 of the masses have been killed by the Assad regime over the past 18 or
so months. Yet there are few mass demonstrations around the world in defence of the Syrian masses.
Academics, the trade union leaders, the Communist parties and the left are complicit in the slaughter as they
proclaim the Syrian masses as being instigated, funded and led by the CIA and imperialism in general. They
airbrush the fact that the Assad regime has played host to rendition prisons of the CIA (the CIA kidnaps
activists from around the globe and one of the places they send them to, to be tortured, is Syria.). A key factor
that allowed the Assad regime to butcher the masses for so long was the fact that the trade union leaders and
the communist parties kept large sections of the industrial working class off the streets and in a state of
inaction. The masses are largely unarmed. Others on the left support the Free Syrian Army which has been
created by imperialism to prevent arms from getting to the masses, as if a band of ‘professionals’ are all that is
required to overthrow capitalism. The few token weapons given to the Free Syrian Army by imperialism is to
ensure that any opposition that emerges in Syria is also under their control. Imperialism has learnt from Libya
and now they try to prevent independent militias from developing. Yet the heroic masses have begun to break
from the reactionary leadership within the workers’ movement, beginning to seize their own weapons from the
armed forces of Assad; the masses, with the support of a few internationalist fighters, are beginning to turn the
tide on the Assad regime. The Israeli and the Iranian regimes are partners with imperialism in supporting
Assad to attempt to drown the masses in blood. Yet the masses continue to resist. Forward to independent
workers militias and workers committees in Syria! Expropriate all the assets of imperialism without
compensation, placing them under workers control! Down with the Assad regime, the SNC and the Free Syrian
Army! Forward to a federation of Socialist workers states of the Middle East!
The Marikana massacre and the strike wave
On the 10th August the Lonmin Platinum bosses referred workers to their alliance partner the NUM leaders on
their premises. The NUM leadership, gun in hand, chased the workers for daring to go on their own to put
wage demands to management. 2 workers were gunned down by the NUM leaders and so the strike started.
On the 16th August, the state, in collusion with the Lonmin bosses and the NUM leaders, gunned down at least
34 strikers, many of them Cosatu members. Within a burst of 3 minutes of gunfire, where some workers were
handcuffed and then shot, others were shot in the back and had weapons planted on them, the essence of the
alliance of Cosatu with the ANC and SACP can be summed up.
The strike wave that followed was a political strike against the ANC and SACP. Workers organised in
independent committees, raising the demand of R12500 and any other demand they could think of in order to
join the strike. What followed was the biggest strike in the history of South Africa. The strength of the Lonmin
Marikana strike was that the community united with the mineworkers. The Lonmin workers won a 22%
increase- remarkable in that around the globe many workers wages are being cut, in South Africa, the trade
union leadership had always managed to browbeat workers to lower their demands to around 10% or even
less. The transport workers went out on strike, the farm workers started to revolt. At least 50% of Cosatu
members believe that violence is necessary to win workers’ demands- which shows that there is the
beginnings of a realization that workers have to fight the system to gain any step forward. However, the
Cosatu and SACP leaders worked night and day to discredit the mineworkers strike, deliberately spreading lies
about the striking workers killing NUM leaders- they launched a campaign to defend NUM when what they
were protecting was the rotten leadership of the NUM who are in the pockets of the mining bosses. In this way,
the Cosatu and SACP leaders played the major role in limiting the strike to be an economic one and not one
against the capitalist system. The Cosatu and SACP leaders thus protected the capitalist system from the
revolt of the workers.
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Special mention must also go to the heroic workers at Sishen Kumba iron ore mine who took possession of
R3.3 bn of equipment and occupied the mine from 3- 16 Oct, when they were evicted by a special police unit.
Anglo American is on record for stealing trillions of dolllars of wealth from SA and the rest of Africa and here
the police actions show that they are the arm of the capitalists, they are not there for the masses. The heroic
Sishen workers were posing the question as to who the real masters are- the equipment really belongs to
them, not Anglo American. This is why Anglo American does not want to reinstate the 125 workers. We call for
a national and international campaign in defence of these workers and the workers of Bokoni Platinum
(who are also still on strike), as part of the general campaign in support of the victims of the Marikana
massacre.
We print in this edition a number of our interventions in these historic struggles as a contribution to the debate
on what the lessons are and how we proceed from here.
Namibia
The Marikana strike wave also inspired the longest and biggest strike in the post-independence Namibia by
teachers who went on strike from the last week of October to almost the end of November. Teachers
demanded 40% increase. The Swapo govt were forced to move from no offer, to an 8% offer. The first step the
striking teachers did was to march to their union office, rejecting their own leaders, and calling for a break with
Swapo. Thus the teachers strike was also political as teachers, students and workers realised that the
monopoly capitalists, the bosses, rule through the alliance of the unions with Swapo. Teachers set up their own
strike committees outside of union structures; they set up committees with students and parents before the
strike. Students marched on government in support of the strike and parents gave their support to the strike.
Workers at Nampower and Namibian airlines also came out on strike. Significantly, the mineworkers and other
sectors in Namibia are also discussing when and how they will join the struggle against the Swapo-headed
capitalist regime. During the teachers strike, they have been in contact with the striking mineworkers in South
Africa, beginning to show in practice the international significance of the Marikana strike wave and how
regional working class links are being built in action, from below.
The striking farmworkers and how the Cosatu leaders protect the farm bosses
Cosatu leaders have already betrayed the farmworkers strike- Cosatu leaders have already called the 4th
Dec strike to be a one day strike. Thus after this day, they join the bosses to intimidate the workers to go back
to work. Just as the Cosatu leaders called off the strike before, while it was gathering strength, now the Cosatu
leaders stand with the capitalists. This 2 week break helped the bosses prepare, get armed to the teeth and
gather fascist gangs under the guise of security companies. The actions of the Cosatu leaders show why
unions have to break with the ANC and SACP and be independent of the bosses and the government.
Workers self defence committees as part of the strike committees are immediately posed. One workers
committee on every farm irrespective of union affiliation and a co-ordinating committee of all farm workers
committees. For workers committee delegates from every farm to be part of the central negotiations. Workers
committees in all food distribution and retail sectors. We call for workers in the packaging and transport of
farm goods to join the strike and/or give other forms of solidarity. A call should be made for the unemployed not
to take the jobs of those workers on strike. For the entire food and transport sector to prepare solidarity strikes
in support of the farm workers. Prepare the way for a general strike to nationalise the land and expropriate all
commercial farms, food sector monopolies and large retailers, without compensation, under workers control,
Every day the price of food goes up, but farm workers’ wages are very low, below starvation rates. The old
apartheid regime legislated minimum wages in some sectors- these were so low that the only thing they did
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was to cover for the super-exploitation of the bosses. The bosses could still pay starvation wages but could
say- be thankful, it is still 30% above the minimum. The ANC govt does the same today.
If food is so expensive, where is the money going to? A study was done which shows that for every R10 of
food, only R1.30 goes to farm labour costs, of which farmworkers receive a part. Another R1.30 goes to the
farmer for other costs, including profit; R3.20 goes to distributors and the biggest part, R4.20 goes to the
supermarkets. This shows that the state took over all the food retailers such as Pick ‘n Pay, Shoprite, Spar and
Woolworths and these were run by workers, the problem of slave conditions on the farms could be ended
overnight. The same goes for the large capitalist distributors like Tiger Brands and Pioneer if they were taken
over and run by the workers. If all the large commercial farms were also expropriated and run by the workers,
then not only is there is a basis for living wages for farmworkers but also cheap food. Cosatu leaders do not
mobilise the rest of the working class- they only mobilise farm workers and leave them isolated. The issue of
slave wages and conditions on the farms is a cornerstone of capitalism in the semi-colonies. The Cosatu
leaders refuse to mobilise for a general strike to end slavery on the farms because their task is to protect the
capitalist slave relations. The same US banks control the commercial farms and the mines. Anglo Farms and
Anglo Platinum is really the same company. We call on mineworkers to give solidarity to the farmworkers.
We call for anti-high price committees to be set up at every workplace, every school and in every working class
community. We cannot depend on the Cosatu leaders to take the lead- they only jump to the head of the
struggle in order to call it off when workers really begin to challenge the system of the bosses.
If the ANC government has shown itself to be incapable and unwilling to end slave conditions on the farms,
why do workers still support them when they have shown themselves to be a black DA? We need to form an
independent revolutionary working class party.
The path to Mangaung
The Cosatu and SACP leaders have issued instructions that the butchers of Marikana should be re-elected at
the ANC conference in Mangaung. Here are some points for workers to consider whether workers really think
that the ANC represents in any way workers interests:
Will the ANC conference:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Ban labour brokers?
Scrap e-tolling?
Legislate R150 a day for farmworkers?
Implement the wave curves for municipal workers that was agreed years ago? (the date of
implementation was forged to a later date by an ANC representative)
Give all caregivers and home based carers permanent status and full conditions as public sector
workers?
Seize the assets of Anglo American and other mines that are equivalent to the assets that they illegally
took out of the country over the past 50 years?; use these assets to create jobs for all youth, in fact for
all unemployed, build decent houses for all, provide free, quality health care for all (not an insurance)?
Scrap the coal and nuclear power station build programme and build solar, hydro and windpower in its
place?
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One Palestine- no bantustan
The UN General Assembly has granted Palestine the status of a non-member observor state. The basis of this
is the acceptance of Israel as a full member and thus means the acceptance of a bantustan for Palestinians
and permanent division of the masses in historic Palestine. It is a boost for the long discredited imperialist
subcontractor, the PA. At the very time that unity of the masses and the overthrow of the zionist regime was a
real possibility, here was a public relations exercise to strengthen the reactionary forces among Palestinians,
the PA, among whose members are the Palestinian bourgeoisie who made a lucrative business helping to
construct the wall around and in the West Bank. What is historic about this Bantustan for Palestinians is that it
is supported by the Muslim Brotherhood (Egypt, Hamas, Hezbollah, Tunisia). Here we see clear proof what we
have been saying for a long time that the muslim Brotherhood is not anti-capitalist and is acting as one of the
new agents for imperialism to control the masses. Here, all factions of the Muslim Brotherhood are supporting
the state of Israel- they have sold whatever principles they had, for a few shekels and dollars, for a stake in the
capitalist system, acting against the independent working class fighters. The Muslim Brotherhood are now the
biggest collaborators, together with the PLO, with the Zionist regime. The Muslim brotherhood has joined the
forces acting to permanently divide the masses in the Middle east. What is necessary is to unite the masses in
historic Palestine, irrespective of religious belief, for the overthrow of the zionist regime and all the puppet
regimes in the region. For an independent, revolutionary working class party of historic Palestine and in each
of the surrounding countries, uniting in a revolutionary International, the refounded Fourth International.

Kumba Sishen workers who occupied their mine from 3 – 16 Oct are still on strike- Anglo American
refuses to reinstate 125 workers who led the occupation

Political lessons of the first 7 weeks of independent
working class mass action
Mineworkers know that each time when you are going underground, you may never live to see the light again.
Each time when coming up after a shift and breathing the fresh air, workers give thanks to have survived
another shift. Yet when we get sick from the mine dust or from the sewage water that is splashed around when
workers are drilling, the mine bosses deny they are responsible. When workers are dying from silicosis, the
mine bosses deny they are responsible. Prices of food go up every day but the NUM leadership tell us we must
wait for another year before we get another increase. We cannot survive the month so we are forced to take
out loans. Many mineworkers have loans with U-bank, which is controlled by the NUM leadership and the
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Chamber of Mines. So the NUM leadership makes a profit out of loans to workers. Instead of fighting for
higher wages for us, the NUM leadership has become a loan shark. For many years, the NUM leadership has
signed for low wages for workers. The SACP, instead of championing mineworkers rights, is in partnership
with the bosses of Impala Platinum, jointly owning Tomboti Platinum. The Cosatu investment company
Kopano Ke Matla, has shares in various mines. The NUM SACP and Cosatu leadership and the mine
bosses are on the same team against the workers. ANC executive members run labour brokers and security
companies on the mines.
On the 9th August, this year, the pain had become too much for the mineworkers at Lonmin. A group of
workers, including rock drillers approached management with demands for a better pay. As it was a public
holiday, the workers were told to come back the next day. On the 10th August at 7am the group of workers
gathered at the stadium before going to the LDP. Their message to management was going to be that NUM
did not represent them as they were coming as workers to put their demands. The mine security, who were
armed with guns, stopped the workers. They told the workers to wait for 15 minutes while they as mine security
went to speak to management. After about 30 minutes the workers tried again to get to management. Again
the mine security blocked them. Then the shaft manager said he would go and see management. The workers
were told to wait for another 15 minutes. After about 20 minutes, the workers again tried to go and see
management. One of the NUM officials sent a message that workers will not get anything without NUM. The
security directed the workers to go to the NUM office. As the workers came to the NUM office, about 20 NUM
shopstewards and office bearers and people wearing NUM T-shirts came out of the office, carrying guns and
chased the workers. Two workers were shot dead, one next to the hostel and one next to the bus stop. The
workers regrouped at the stadium but it was locked. Comrade Mambush advised workers that it was not safe
to meet there, they should go to the koppie. This was how the Lonmin strike started.
In 2011 the Lonmin bosses had dismissed 6000 workers for an ‘illegal’ strike. The NUM leaders did not defend
the workers. This year, after the 10th August the NUM leadership condemned the strikers and supported the
company ultimatum to dismiss them. Just before the massacre, the Lonmin management had a meeting with
the police. The General Secretary of NUM, Baleni, encouraged the police to shoot strikers. The workers, who
were gathering at the koppie, which is on public land 3 km away from the company gates, were surrounded by
the police. A special police unit was gathered together from around the country, they were armed with semiautomatic rifles. Workers were chased by helicopters and hippos. Workers were running away; some ran to a
gap in a razor wire. The police started shooting; even those who were trying to surrender were shot dead. The
police even posed for pictures next to the dead bodies of strikers before calling the ambulance. Most of the
dead were shot in the back. 270 strikers who survived the massacre were arrested and charged with murder
of those who were shot by the police. The special police unit could not have gathered in Marikana without
having received an instruction from the Minister of Police and higher up. Cyril Ramaphosa, who is a director of
Lonmin, is also on the National Executive of the ANC. The leaders of AMCU, NUM, Cosatu, the churches, the
traditional leaders, the CCMA, parliamentary parties,Malema, all tried to get the workers to go back to work
without a single demand being won. The workers were united. On the 16th August, many of the strike leaders
were killed; the strikers elected a new committee. Since the 16th August the ANC government has imposed a
state of emergency in all mining areas. There are roadblocks everywhere; the police attack workers every day.
Eventually the company was forced to start negotiating because the workers remained united. International
protests and the spread of strikes to neighbouring mines all strengthened the workers. The strikers decided to
take a step back because they had been on strike for 6 weeks and at that stage it was uncertain when other
workers would come out in support of them. Still, they went back with 11-22% increase, something which
they only achieved because they as workers united, acted independently and broke from the alliance
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with the capitalist ANC and counter-revolutionary SACP. The workers only achieved this victory
because they broke from the Cosatu leadership.

The way forward
Workers, take control over the negotiations, take control of our unions
The first step is that all mineworkers, at every mine, should hold general meetings to elect a strike committee.
From these strike committees, delegates should be chosen to go to the meetings with the Chamber of Mines to
negotiate. The current team of Cosatu and NUM leaders who are meeting with the bosses, do not have any
mandate to negotiate. We know that the many (not all) of the shopstewards are the voice of the bosses. This is
what the Marikana massacre shows; even many (not all) of the delegates to the Cosatu Congress were voices
of the bosses- why did they turn away the widows and orphans of the Marikana victims? They should be
replaced. The basic principle of workers control and workers independence from the bosses must
apply. Each mine shaft should elect delegates for the negotiations such as the Tuesday 9th October meeting.
All the mine bosses should come to the same meeting, not only Gold and Coal. But Platinum, Chrome,
Manganese, Iron ore, diamonds, etc are all controlled by the same Anglo American. By calling only a meeting
for Gold and Coal the Cosatu leaders are again trying to divide workers. They want to quickly settle wages in
Gold and Coal so that the Platinum mineworkers are left isolated. The same American banks, such as JP
Morgan Chase, control all the mines. Why should we be divided sector by sector? The Cosatu and NUM
leaders know that the mine bosses have been stealing trillions of Rands over the past 50 years. They and the
SACP and ANC turn a blind eye to this. The first thing the Cosatu and NUM leaders will say is that workers
must lower their demands, that it is give and take. Workers have been giving for too long and the bosses have
been taking for too long. Enough! The Lonmin workers at Marikana only achieved a step forward because
they broke from the ANC-SACP-Cosatu leaders, and acted independently. Workers, take control over
the negotiations with the bosses. Any worker delegate to the negotiations must be subject to instant recall
by the strikers. No delegate should earn more than the wage of an average skilled mineworker. We need one
negotiations for the entire mining sector. Workers need to take over our unions- no more should unions be
run by small cliques of shopstewards- unions should be run by committees of workers that watch over every
step that the union representatives take. Only if workers take over NUM will the billions of workers money
become available to support the strikes. Any company that dares dismiss workers should be immediately
expropriated, without compensation and run by the workers.
Let other workers and worker communities join the negotiations
Further, the same American banks like JP Morgan Chase control the Reserve bank and most of industry,
including transport and manufacturing. What is necessary is for every factory, farm, mineworker community,
every workplace, every school and university, every working class community to elect committees, based on
the same principle of accountability to a general meeting and subject to instant recall and being subject to
earning not more than the average skilled worker in that sector. Let each sector and working class community
send delegates to the negotiations with the Chamber of Mines. Why? The mine bosses are stealing trillions of
Rands. This is enough to give everyone work at a living wage, decent integrated housing could be built for all
and the ghettoes could be abolished; free quality health care for all, abolishing of all casual work and labour
broking could be achieved overnight. This prepares the way for a general strike to end this system of starvation
in the land of plenty, capitalism.
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Mineworkers support other struggles
The mineworkers, in every general meeting needs to adopt a resolution in support of the home textile workers,
saying that 6.5% is not enough, you deserve R12500 as a minimum, to the truck drivers and assistants, you
deserve a minimum of R12 500 and more drivers need to be employed so that you can work less overtime so
that you can spend more time with your family, to the municipal worker, you have been lied to and kicked in the
teeth too long by the ANC government who falsified the documents around the wage curves, you too deserve
R12500 as a minimum whether in rural or urban area. Mineworkers need to declare that if the bosses and the
ANC government do not meet the demands of the other sector workers, then the mineworkers will take
solidarity action. Why? Because the bosses of the mines and all industries are the same bosses. They
have been stealing for more than 50 years. Here is the money for us all.
Break with the ANC and SACP leaders to go forward
But the Lonmin strike shows us that if we do not break with the ANC and SACP leaders, our struggles
will always be betrayed and defeated. We will not be able to take one step forward. NUM and Cosatu do not
belong to the ANC and SACP, they belong to the workers. Workers, form rank and file committees, take control
of NUM and every affiliate in Cosatu. In 1996 when Gear was adopted, Mandela came to the Cosatu Congress
to threaten workers, that if we objected to it, the ANC would go it alone, the workers would be nothing without
the ANC. The Lonmin strike showed that without the workers, the ANC and SACP are nothing.
Collective bargaining under leadership of SACP and ANC is collective starvation and collective
begging. Form independent workers committees!
Mineworkers, support the struggles of workers in the rest of Africa and the world
Workers at every mine should declare that every mineworker in Africa should stand up, that we as workers
should stand united against Anglo American and the American and European banks. If any worker is trampled
on by any of the mine bosses or militias in the DRC ,Namibia or anywhere else, then the mineworkers in South
Africa will take action. To the workers in Botswana, how shameful that the government has given only a 3%
increase. We should call on the mineworkers at Debswana to defend the working class- as workers in South
Africa, we should declare that we are ready to defend the working class in Botswana, the working class in
Swaziland, Lesotho, Zimbabwe, Zambia and wherever Anglo American is exploiting the working class; even in
Chile or Russia, we stand with the workers.
Workers committees for a workers’ government
But we should not stop at only committees controlling the unions; why can’t we get the worker committees in
every factory, mine, farm, working class community, every workplace, to elect delegates to regional and
national congress of delegates. Why can’t the mineworkers committees take over the mines, the farm worker
committees take over the large commercial farms, the factory committees take over the factories, etc. Why
cannot the central congress of delegates from all workplaces and working class communities elect an
administrative committee to be the government. Thus this government would be based on instant recall and
accountability to general meetings of workers, and earn only the wage of an average skilled worker? The same
could be for the entire region and Africa. Is this not the way we can stop the mine bosses from stealing and reorganise the entire continent on a basis to meet the needs of the masses. Is this not the way to end
unemployment and starvation and homelessness? Is this not the way to end the slavery regimes of Swaziland
and Lesotho, Zimbabwe and Botswana? Is this not the way to end the capitalist slavery throughout Africa and
the world?
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We need an independent revolutionary working class party
But for workers to take over the mines, the transport, the metal, clothing, textile, and other sectors we need a
fighting workers’ organization, uniting the Socialist-minded workers across the country, across the region,
across Africa and across the world. We need a revolutionary working class party to lead the way. This means
breaking with the SACP, which has shown that it is tied to the bosses. The SACP has a Red October month
but ignore the fight of the mineworkers to take control of our unions and the mines. They talk about service
delivery but ignore the mass stealing by the mine bosses.
Workers- prepare self-defence against the attacks from the capitalist ANC state
On Thursday night, 4th Oct 2012, news was received of another worker being killed by the police. The
Marikana massacre has not stopped, it is continuing. Workers need to prepare self-defence committees to
protect themselves from the police and thugs of the capitalists. These committees must be subject to the
workers committees and not act on its own.
Mineworkers, take control! Workers of the world unite, we have nothing to lose but our chains! We
have a world to win. Forward to Socialism!
Issued by Workers International Vanguard Party ph 021 4476777 ph 0822020617

Email: workersinternational@gmail.com
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website: www.workersinternational.org.za 5 Oct 2012.

Pledging Solidarity with the Marikana Workers and the Working Class
We wish to condemn in the strongest possible terms the killing of mine workers at the Marikana platinum mine
in South Africa last week. This massacre of at least 34 miners by the police, armed with automatic weapons, is
simply an outrage. The workers were striking for better wages and did not deserve to be massacred.
This terrible incident holds important lessons for the Namibian working class who should realize that this could
happen to us as well even in a politically independent Namibia. We should remain vigilant that the real reason
for Namibia’s ever-increasing military budget is to protect the elite from the eventual mass uprising of the
working class.
Another crucial lesson is that the police (and military) leadership do not side with the working class. It is
crucial to draw the class line and to understand who is in the camp of the workers. Police officers will still
shoot down workers if this is what their leadership tells them to do.
What happened at Marikana exposes the complicity of the reformist trade union leadership. This leadership is
out of touch with the demands of the rank-and-file workers. Therefore the established COSATU unions have
lost tremendous credibility while new unions are taking the lead. The only way out for COSATU is to break
their stifling alliance with the ANC-SACP. The same class independence should be seriously considered by the
Namibian trade unions in terms of their SWAPO alliance. This tragic incident confirms that the capitalist state
– whether led by the ANC or SWAPO – will never be on the side of the workers. The Marikana mine, for
example, is owned by Lonmin while Cyril Ramaphosa, an ANC central committee member, is an executive
director of this company. Let’s not forget that our very own union leaders are co-opted through shares in the
same industry disguised under Black Economic Empowerment (BEE).
The evidence is clear that the capitalist governments will never be on the side of the working class because the
ANC government, for example, lowered the tax rate for multi-national corporations like Anglo-American from
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48% to 28%. The same Anglo-American Corporation largely owns Namibia, but the SWAPO government
keeps that kind of information very secret. At the same time, the mining companies extract hundreds of billions
from southern Africa every year through transfer pricing (exporting goods by understating the real value).
COSATU found evidence of this. So, while our people are left to starve, without jobs and homes, the super-rich
pay very little taxes and massively cheat on exports. After World War II, the tax rate on the capitalists was close
to 70% which supported the social-democratic system in advanced capitalist countries. Consider what it would
be like in a socialist society in which everyone can live a sufficient existence. Of course, in advanced countries
today, the tax rate is also only 28%. The reality is that the main shareholder of Anglo-American is JP Morgan
Chase, which has its head office in New York City.
We condemn the Marikana massacre and call on the entire Namibian working class to strike in solidarity with
the South African working class. The Namibian Broadcasting Corporation (NBC) workers have shown that the
united action of workers can paralyze the state propaganda machines like the state television and radio stations
that are currently off the air now for days. Let’s unite further across our borders and show our solidarity with
the working class all over southern Africa and in the rest of the world!
Destroy Capitalism! Build Socialism!
Statement by the Marxist Study Group. (Namibia). 21 August 2012.

Letter on Transport workers’ strike
10 Oct 2012
We note the rather one-sided reporting, in The Cape Times, of attacks on truck drivers and truck
driver deaths during the current strike. We see no such similar exposure on the deaths caused by
fatigue on the road (such as the 2 drivers from Imperial who died in accidents recently). These
truckers have been literally driven to their deaths by the bosses whose sole interest is profit. By
implication, you want us to accept these fatigue-deaths as normal. They are not. They are part of the
structural violence committed by the transport bosses every day.
How many drivers have died over the years due to fatigue-related accidents? Go and do your
research on that please. How many truckers have had their families torn apart by them spending so
many nights on the road in the service of the bosses. The entire trucking industry is based on
'transport widows'. Why do you not go and interview the wives and sons and daughters of the 2
Imperial truck drivers who recently died on the roads because of greedy bosses?
Monopoly capital, Anglo American mainly, are responsible for the daily deaths of truckers. They know
that if their goods do not get to market, they will not realize any profit. Yet, Anglo American and other
mining corporations are on record for stealing wealth from the country for at least the past 50 years.
Trillions of Rands have been carried off with the consent of the current and previous governments.
This is why the miners and truckers strike is legitimate. It is a revolt against the capitalist system
which is based on large scale theft from the masses, the deliberate impoverishment of the masses.
When the bosses steal it is regarded as 'normal', a good business environment, but when workers
challenge the theft, it is regarded as bad for business, a threat to the economy. Yet if the stolen
wealth is brought back, everyone would have a decent home, all would have work, all would have
free quality education, all would have free, liberatory education up to the highest level.
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To end the large-scale system of transport-widows, we need to expropriate not only the transport
companies but also the mines, without compensation to the capitalists, and to place these under
workers control. We cannot nationalise under the regime of the Marikana butchers.
But to achieve expropriation of the commanding heights, we need to unite all the sectors of the
working class and poor, in a general strike. A great step towards this would be for workers to
establish committees to control the strikes from the grassroots level, for the workers committees to
take over the unions, for uniting the workers strikes with the 'service delivery' struggles by extending
the workers committees to include delegates from working class communities. Of course, we need to
break from the ANC and SACP and set up an independent revolutionary working class party.
Such is the path to abolish poverty in the land of plenty. Such is the path to a general strike which will
end this system of exploitation of man by man. Then we would have peace.
WorkersInternational Vanguard Party

Who is killing who on the mines?
Sections of the mainstream pressw have published a report as if striking workers have threatened to kill the bosses of
Lonmin. Is the timing of this report linked to the mobilisation for the national day of action of 8 September in support of
the Marikana massacre victims and strikers? Coincidence? We think not. The report deliberately portrays the victims as
being the aggressors. The workers were marching to demand R12500 and to demand all strikers be unconditionally
released. The role of the mainstream media has been baised during the whole uprising against the slave conditions on
the mines. The tapes of the massacre have been edited to portray workers running away from an attack from the rear,
to one as if the workers had charged poor, defenceless police!
The question is : Who is killing who on the mines?
Over the decades thousands of mineworkers have died on the mines as the owners send them in to unsafe conditions,
caring only for profit and not for the lives of the workers;
There is a wealth of clear scientific evidence that all the mines have been stealing hundreds of billions of Rands every
year. [We refer to the Aug-Sept 2011 The Shopsteward, article by Ben Fine’ The Journal of Southern African Studies,
Vol37 no1, pp7-25- Amnesty International: The nature, scale and impact of capital flight from South Africa,2008, etc]
Here is proof that over 20% of GDP (more than R600bn) was stolen by the mining companies in 2007 alone, and a
practice that the state, the Cosatu leadership and the Treasury are fully aware of. Are these acts of stealing from SA not
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an act of war on the masses? How many die from starvation every day because of this large scale stealing. Yet SARS does
not go after these mining companies; this stealing, to them, is not bad for business. But when workers stand up against
such stealing and ask for a modest wage for facing daily death, the mass media, the state, big business and the Cosatu
and NUM leadership say, what the mineworkers are doing is wrong, is bad for business, bad for investor ‘confidence’.
Why are the bosses, who steal every day from us, not arrested and the practice of transfer pricing stopped? Surely here
are the ones responsible for the deaths of thousands who die from starvation every year.
The mine bosses have long ago promised to dismantle the migrant labour system and provide family accommodation for
mineworkers. Most mineworkers live in shacks, the sewage flows in the streets of Nkaneng and other mine workers
communities. How many children have died through preventable disease from the mine pollution?
The report of the Labour Research Service on the mine wage and profit structure states clearly that the only argument
against R12500 for all mineworkers, is greed. From just 9 of the mines, the declared profits (and this excludes the
billions that are stolen through transfer pricing), are enough to pay 2.3 million workers a wage of R12 500 each (there
are only 327 000 mineworkers at the moment).
The perpetrators of violence against the masses are the mining corporations and the international banks that control
them. The agencies of violence acting for the mining capitalists, is the repressive apparatus of the state- this is what the
Marikana massacre shows.
We have started to set up solidarity committees at every school and every workplace. We are collecting food and
medicine for the families of the massacred and for the strikers.
We are with the mineworkers and their families, unconditionally. If the mineworkers win, we all win. The future
generations will rightly ask: When the state started killing en masse, the poor, what did you do? We know which side of
the fence we are on. Do you? Volunteers for the campaign can contact us at ctsolidarity4marikana@gmail.com or ph
021 4472727
Cape Town Marikana Solidarity Committee
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We expose how the ANC and Cosatu leaders works
with the farm bosses in slavery in De Doorns
The farm crops in De Doorns are among the highest quality in the world, exported to the fussy markets in Europe.
Farmers are paid in Euros while farm workers’ wages are R62- R75 per day.
For those farmworkers unlucky enough to still live on the farms, they pay rent of R50 per week. As soon as any child
reaches the age of 18 and still lives on the farm, they also have to pay an additional rent of R50 per week. Doctor’s
charge consultation fees of R200. If workers are booked off sick for 3 days, bosses sometimes refuse to pay the full sick
leave. In these areas a loaf of bread costs a minimum of R8, often more. A litre of milk costs R12 or more. The farm
bosses have connections with the municipality, expelling workers from their farms into RDP houses in the locations,
often ahead of those living in the townships, who have been on the waiting lists for a much longer time. When
farmworkers retire, often after 20-30 years service, they have no pension, they have to survive on the measly govt
pension. Workers typically work from 7am to 6 pm , sometimes from 6am to 6pm. During the peak season workers may
even work up until midnight. Workers often do not get any bonus. Leave has to be taken only after the season has
ended. The season lasts from January to May, but workers can be taken on from November already. Workers have UIF
deducted of R20 for a wage of R1000 fortnightly (ie double the legal rate, and seemingly the employer contribution is
deducted from workers’ wages). When new owners take over farms, workers’ wages are illegally reduced, even if the
business was sold as a going concern. Workers complain that they are often transported in open lorries in the heat, rain
and cold- they are exposed to the elements and often get sick because of this. To add insult to injury, workers have to
pay for their own shears and overalls (we saw payslips to this effect). Workers who go off on maternity leave during ‘the
season’ may have their leave cut short from 4 months to 3 months, sometimes not getting paid anything in this period
(presumably to ‘encourage’ them to return to work earlier).
Workers report daily intimidation by farm owners. Threats of dismissal or higher deduction for housing are all used to
browbeat workers into silence. The farmer Louis, owner of Elim, who shot at workers (some are hospitalised in
Worcester), was not even locked up; he was released on bail within 1 hour of being taken in for questioning. One worker
was shot by the police, losing an eye, also hospitalised at Eben Donges hospital, Worcester. If a worker had lifted a hand
to any farm owner, he would have been locked up and the key thrown away, most likely also being assaulted by the
police. The farmworkers are angry about that and draw the lesson- the police are with the farm bosses, not with them.
Soon after the Marikana uprising, workers went on strike at one of the farms in De Doorns and within days achieved a
R127 per day wage. The rest of the workers on other farms took note of this, and having suffered abuse from the farm
bosses and the state for many years, came out on strike.
Workers have tax deducted (we saw the payslip of a worker earning R2500 per month (a supervisor) who was taxed
R59.02, even though his rate was way below the tax threshold. When workers have gone to SARS to complain, they are
told that they are not registered, but SARS never takes action against the farm bosses for the illegal deductions.
There is much greater concentration of ownership of the farms since 1994 Then there were 50 000 commercial farmers.
Today this number stands at 25 000. In De Doorns, workers report that farmers own from 5- to 17 or more farms each.
They are multi-millionaires.
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The ANC and Cosatu leaders collaborate with the farm bosses
The DA’s alliance with the farm bosses is well known- the farm bosses are members of the DA. The alliance of the ANC
and Cosatu leaders with bosses is not so widely known. Wards 2- 5 in De Doorns were controlled by the ANC. This means
that the corruption of providing RDP houses to allow a faster rate of eviction of workers from the farms, was done with
the blessing of the ANC. Furthermore, ex-Ward 5 councillor, ANC member, Nelie Barends, is a community leader, has his
own trade union, ‘BAWUSA’ and is also a labour broker for the farmers in De Doorns. ANC leader, Nelie, provided a
bakkie to carry scab labour, under police escort, to some of the farms during the first week of the strike. The labour
broker pays workers from R63- R70 per week. Labour broker workers are paid with unmarked envelope, and do not
even get a payslip. Nelie was apparently encouraging farmworkers to go to work on Monday 12th Nov.
Ex-Cosatu leader, Membatisi Mdladlane, then Labour Minister, signed into law the Sectoral Determination for
farmworkers, which makes labour brokers on the farms legal. The low wage levels have been set by the ANC govt,
continuing old slave wages. Not only that, but the averaging of hours mean that workers are forced to work a 10-11
hour day, or longer, without being paid any overtime (overtime should be paid after 9 hours work a day). During the
season, January to May, workers work extra hours and after the season, they are sent home (not dismissed, they are
given ‘time off’ and so the average is that, overall, they work less than the 9 hours per day). Thus workers lie in their
shacks from June to October, starving, without a cent, no assistance from the farm boss, unable even to claim UIF). This
is worse than slavery because, under slavery the slave owner was at least obliged to provide a meal and a roof and
clothing for his slave.
The YCL Leader, Manamela, came to De Doorns, claiming he came to listen to their demands, claiming to support the
strike. Yet he remains silent on the role of the ANC in collaborating in the slavery conditions on the farms and in playing
the role of human traffickers for the millionaire bosses. Rank and file members of the SACP should challenge the YCL and
SACP leadership about the pro-capitalist role of the ANC. Is this black empowerment? What stage of the transition is
this? Please explain. Demand answers. If you are serious about workers’ rights, break with the SACP.
A proposed way forward
1. Form workers’ committees on each farm, whether local or immigrant; let the strike be led in all its forms by
these committees; link up with the mine workers committees and community committees;
2. Away with labour brokers on the farms- equal pay for equal work;
3. R12 500 monthly wage for all farm workers;
4. Nationalise the land; Expropriate all commercial farms and major food retailers, without compensation to the
capitalists, under workers’ control. This is the way to rational pricing and planning, so everyone can eat.
5. Housing, development, schooling, recreation and services for the rural areas, on a par with the urban areas.
11.11.2012 Workers International Vanguard Party ph 0822020617 www.workersinternational.org.za
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How BEE capitalists parasite on continued
slavery on the farms
On Wed 14th Nov 2012 the General Secretary of Bawusa (Building and Allied Workers Union of SA), Nosey Pieterse,
announced that the farm workers strike was suspended for 2 weeks. The Regional Secretary of Cosatu, Tony Ehrenreich,
issued a similar statement, stating that if workers’ demands have not been met by the 4th December, workers could
come back out on strike.
On the same day, 3 workers were shot dead by police in Wolseley. At the same time a virtual state of emergency was
placed on farming areas by the police, as they attacked strikers. For the first time in centuries, the farm workers are
fighting back, overturning some police vehicles and attacking some police stations. Workers were furious that the union
leaders had not consulted them and resolved to continue the strike until the demand for a minimum of R150 per day
was gazetted. After the shooting of workers, some strikers said they were no longer fighting for R150 but now
demanded R200 per day. Many were also raising the demand for an end to labour broking and several demands which
included that youth who lived on farms with their parents, would not be charged extra rent upon turning 18. Workers
have started to set up committees on each farm; since the beginning, the strike was not led by the Cosatu alliance. The
Cosatu alliance and unions tried to place themselves at the head of the strike, but workers have now taken ownership of
the strike, uniting as workers, not based on union affiliation. Most workers are not unionised. (For our exposure of the
conditions on the farms, see our leaflet- We expose how the ANC and Cosatu leaders work with the farm bosses in
slavery in De Doorns).
18 years of the ANC government has not freed the farm workers from slavery. The Cosatu unions and ‘independent’
unions have not managed to abolish slave wages and conditions of the farms.

Why is there still slavery on the farms?
The unions are in alliance with the bosses and the Cosatu unions are in alliance with the capitalist ANC government
Nosey Pieterse is secretary of Bawusa, but at the same time he is the Chairperson of Lindiwe wines which sources its
grapes from the farms around Robertson, where the wages of farm workers range from R63 to R75 per day. Here we
have a boss who is the secretary of a union that claims to represent farm workers interests. Was Nosey thinking about
workers’ interests or was he thinking about getting the next order out for Lindiwe wines? You decide. The National
Empowerment Fund (our tax money) gave R3 million to Lindiwe wines, to help start it up. Was the ANC govt concerned
about the slavery of the farm workers? Or were they more interested in promoting black capitalists to get a share of
profits out of continued slavery of the farm workers? You decide.
The union, Bawusa, operates from the office of BAWSI (Black Association of the Wine and Spirit Industry), which has its
aim, the promotion of black capitalists in the wine sector. The President of Bawsi is also the same Nosey Pieterse. Bawsi
receives R200 000 per month from the SA Wine Industries Trust, which in turn receives its funds from the wine sector
capitalists (Wosa- Wines of SA). Bawsi is part of Phetogo Investments, a BEE capitalist group that has a 27% share in
KWV. Bawsi and Phetogo received a loan of R120 million from the IDC (government money), R40 million from SAWIT
(the wines bosses’ Trust) and R40 million from KWV itself. In short, Bawsi is part of the bosses of the wine sector. So
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when Pieterse or any official of Bawusa speaks, how can they claim to represent workers, when they are tied by loans
and R200 000 spending money a month, to the farm sector bosses?
The Chair of KWV ( the major wine bottler and distributor) is Marcel Golding, former Deputy Secretary of the NUM
(National Union of Mine Workers). One of the Directors of KWV is Johny Copelyn, former secretary of Cosatu’s Clothing
union (SACTWU). HCI, which was set up with funds from highly exploited clothing workers, has a 35% stake in KWV. The
ex-Cosatu leaders are now leading capitalists in the wine sector. Other leading ANC members who have shares in the
wine sector, owning their own brands, are Tokyo Sexwale (Bloemendal and Oude Kelder) and Valli Moosa
(Paardenkloof). [When the ANC calls a boycott of wines, do they also mean the BEE wines of their own leaders, or are
they exempt?]
The ANC government and the ex-Cosatu leaders are part of the wine capitalists. The DA members are the big wine
farmers. The ANC and DA are really working hand in hand against the workers. Why are we as workers still supporting
such parties of slavery- surely we need our own workers’ party that is independent of the bosses and the government?
We cannot expect the ANC, DA and other parliamentary parties to end the slavery on the farms. The slavery farm
bosses are their members. The delay of 2 weeks was to tire workers out and give time to the wine bosses to intimidate
and divide the workers. Workers were right to reject the suspension of the strike then. Many workers have now
returned to work. It is now necessary to prepare for the 4th December and beyond.
A proposed way forward
1.
Form workers’ committees on each farm, whether local or immigrant; let the strike be led in all its forms by
these committees; form self-defence committees as part of the workers committees; link up with the mine workers
committees, other sectors in struggle and community committees;
2.

Away with labour brokers on the farms- equal pay for equal work;

3.

R12 500 monthly wage for all farm workers;

4.
Nationalise the land; Expropriate all commercial farms and major food retailers, without compensation to the
capitalists, under workers’ control. This is the way to rational pricing and planning, so everyone can eat.
5.

Housing, development, schooling, recreation and services for the rural areas, on a par with the urban areas.

6.

Scrap the additional rent for youth turning 18 and still living on farms

7.
Break with the ANC and DA; it’s time to form a working class party that will lead the way to fight for a workers
government based on workers committees on the mines, farms, factories, workplaces and working class communities.
15.11.2012 amended 19.11.2012 Workers International Vanguard Party www.workersinternational.org.za

The ANC supports human trafficking on the farms
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ATTACK ON GAZA- WHY NOW?
Last year, hundreds of thousands of young Israelis set up tent cities, calling for an end to high housing and
food prices. They were beginning to understand that the Israeli state is controlled by rich billionaire Israeli
capitalists, and that their main enemy is in fact the Israeli state. In other words, the youth and many Israeli
workers were coming to the same conclusion that most Palestinians have reached long ago. The scene was
set for working class unity, Palestinian and Israeli, to fight and overthrow the Israeli regime.
Since 1948, the Israeli state has played the major role for imperialism, the US and European monopolies, to
act as their policemen to divide and control the masses in the Middle East. If the working class overthrow the
Israeli regime, all other capitalist regimes in the region would be under threat as all of them are lackeys of
imperialism. Already, most regimes in the Middle East are under severe pressure from the masses.
We conclude that imperialism and US imperialism in particular, must have given the Israeli regime the
instruction to begin attacks on Gaza. US imperialism has the most to lose from working class unity between
Palestinian and Israeli masses. Ironically, Obama has promised he will do more- here we see what US
imperialism means- more attacks on the masses of the world.
The attack on Gaza, beginning with the assassination of Hamas negotiator, Ahmed Jabari, was designed to
provoke attacks from Palestinians and thus, as US imperialism has directed the Israeli regime to do for
decades, hoping to divert the Israeli masses from fighting their own regime. Over and over imperialism has
managed to cover up the class divisions in Israel, through the notion that ‘Israel is under attack’. Since day 1 of
the attacks on Gaza, there have been growing protests in Israel exposing Netanyahu’s desperate attempts to
gain support to win the elections early next year.
At the same time, the Tunisian, Libyan and Egyptian regimes are very unstable- the masses are asking the
Muslim Brotherhood why the Rafah border is still closed, gas still flows freely from Egypt to Israel, why they are
not sending arms and soldiers to help defend the Palestinians? In fact, within days the role of the Muslim
Brotherhood has been greatly exposed in the eyes of the masses- this could open up fresh revolts to topple
these regimes who are increasingly being seen as puppets of imperialism.
At the same time, there have been mass protests around the world, including in the United States and across
Europe. Here the masses are drawing the conclusion that the same state that is attacking their health care,
education , their pensions, sending billions of dollars and euros to fund the attacks on the Palestinians. The
conclusion is beginning to be drawn that the fight against their own capitalist states is the same fight as
supporting the Palestinians against the Israeli state.
How the Israeli state assists the killing of the Israeli masses
The Israeli military has an air defence system, called Iron Dome that can shoot down any missile coming from
Gaza or anywhere else. So why are some missiles getting through their defences? The only conclusion that
can be reached is that the Israeli state is selectively switching off their air defence to allow some rockets to get
through, so they can justify the lie that Israelis are under attack and not that they are mass murdering
Palestinians. The further proof of the complicity of the Israeli regime in the killing of Israeli masses is the
parcel bomb blast in a bus on Wed 21 Nov. The Israeli spokesperson said that it could have been the work of a
suicide bomber, ‘who then left the scene’. How could a suicide bomber leave the scene if she/he was blown to
bits? This was another scare tactic of the Israeli state to justify the lie ‘Israel under attack’.
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‘Peace accord?’
Hamas has been suppressing workers organizations and unions in Gaza. The Palestinian masses have
repeatedly attempted to have protests against the Hamas regime. Recently a Qatari delegation visited Gaza.
The Qatari regime is a puppet of imperialism. So why is US imperialism reaching out to the Hamas regime? US
imperialism needs a new force to suppress and control the Palestinian masses. Hamas is about to sign a new
long term peace with Israel. This can only mean that they would now recognise Israel in return, as the PLO did
at Oslo, for Hamas being recognised as a new Bantustan administration. Such a draft agreement already
exists. There must be many members of Hamas who do not agree with this betrayal of the Palestinian cause.
Is the attack on Gaza not also targeting those members of Hamas and the Palestinian masses to beat them
into accepting a new agreement with US imperialism to be the new subcontractor, along with the PLO, to
control the Palestinian masses?
The report of a ‘truce’ is a blatant lie- at any moment any Palestinian could be killed by any Israeli dronefurther, Gaza and the West Bank are slave camps, with hundreds of check points and walls separating
Palestinians from the Israeli masses. The infrastructure in Gaza has been destroyed. Over 5 million Palestiians
living since 1948 in refugee camps cannot come home as US and EU imperialism will not allow them.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unity of Palestinian and Israeli masses
One federation of trade unions without the bosses and independent of the state
Down with the Israeli state
Down with all the capitalist regimes in the region
Not a single diamond, ounce of gold, Platinum, Uranium, or block of coal from Anglo American for
Israel- we call for mine and transport and dock workers to take action
Cut all ties with Israel
For the unconditional return of all Palestinian refugees
One Palestine, uniting all Palestinian and Jewish masses
For a Federation of Socialist Workers states in the Middle East

22.11.2012 Workers International Vanguard Party ph 0822020617 workersinternational@gmail.com

As usual, the Israeli regime is killing Palestinian children;

Mursi-Mubarak- what difference?
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We denounce the Marikana Commission of Inquiry; Forward to the occupation and
seizure of the mines by the workers; Prepare the way for a regional general strike
We denounce the Commission of Inquiry set up by ANC-SACP regime into the Marikana massacre. The main
aim of this Commission is to prevent immediate solidarity actions by the rest of the working class; it is to save
the capitalist system from challenge by the working class; it is to prevent a Tahrir uprising in South Africa and
sub-Sahara Africa. It is also to cover up on the crimes of the capitalist state.
The state attacks the workers but the police, the Lonmin bosses and ANC-SACP government have 5
months to cover their tracks
On the 16th August, 259 workers who survived the massacre were arrested; on the 20th August they were
denied bail- their crime? Being part of the daily strikers mass meeting. The prosecutors argued they are a
threat to ‘national security’. They are being held in jail while the state conducts ‘further investigation’. Really the
main aim of the state was to behead the strike, to keep the surviving leaders in jail, while they go ahead with all
measures to crush the strike. The strikers do not have a 5 month period to wait for inquiry, many leaders are
dead, many others are in jail, right now.
On the other hand, the killers, those who perpetrated the massacre are free, roaming around, able to commit
more massacres at any time. A number of workers were shot in the head, a number were shot in the back.
What more clear evidence is needed? Why are the police, their commanders and Lonmin management
not put in jail and then further investigation done? Take the case of Thembinkosi Gwelani who was shot
from a helicopter in the back of his head. The bullet exited his head from the forehead. His brother said:
“We could not recognize him when we went to see him at the morgue; he was bleeding from his nose, ears
and eyes. I only saw it was him because I know him.”
Have the police and their commanders been arrested? No. There are many reports that police deliberately
drove over some strikers who had survived the massacre, one officer allegedly shouted: “this dog is not dead,
finish him”. The police drove over a dying man with a Nyala ( a ‘hippo’) when they realised he was not dead.
Workers were dragged from where they were hiding and shot in cold blood. The police posed for pictures after
the slaughter, next to their ‘kills’, before they decided to call the ambulances for the wounded. The police swept
clean the massacre scene by the Monday 21st August. Yet, not a single policeman nor their commanders
are in jail!
Lonmin management met with the police before the massacre. Is the Lonmin management in jail? No, they are
out on free foot. The terms of reference of the ‘Commission’ includes the following:
Whether Lonmin Plc ‘employed sufficient safeguards and measures to ensure the safety of its employees,
property".’
Let’s see the picture, Lonmin has been, together with Anglo American and other capitalists, stealing R600bn
(20% of GDP) every year, and this is not questioned. Surely here is one indicator of the massive exploitation
that mineworkers suffer daily; not only that, here is one indicator of how the mining capitalists are directly
responsible for the mass unemployment of our youth, of mass homelessness, of the collapsed public health
care and education system in the sub-region? But no: This ‘Commission’ will look at whether Lonmin
capitalists took enough measures to protect their ‘property’- should they maybe have hired mercenaries as
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security guards? Should they have used bazookas instead of automatic rifles to shoot the workersthis is what the Commission will look at!
The hills where workers were shot down like dogs, is 3km from the gates of Lonmin. It was not even on Lonmin
property. Why were the police surrounding the strikers with razor wire and then attacking them? Surely the only
ones to benefit from the dispersal of strikers, was the Lonmin management. But the link between the police
and the Lonmin management is not even part of the ‘Commission’s brief.
NUM General secretary, Frans Baleni, who earns R1.4 million per year (more than 20 times the wage of a rock
driller) urged the police to shoot the strikers: ‘Andries Tatane was killed. And in this case they don’t act?’
Yet the focus of the ‘Commission’ is ‘whether the unions had exercised its best endeavours to resolve any
disputes which may have arisen between itself and Lonmin or other unions or other parties’. In other words the
focus of the Commission is why the unions did not persuade their members to accept a less than 10% wage
‘increase’ like the rest of the working class has had to suffer, amid rising cost of living prices. It will not
investigate the active collusion of the union leadership with the management to keep workers waged down
while profits are sky high, the highest ever in history. The strike of the workers at Lonmin is not just a strike
over wages but a spontaneous uprising by the working class against the capitalist system. We are all Marikana
strikers. They represent the fight against the failure of the Cosatu leaders to fight high food, transport,
electricity, housing prices. It is not a union fight, but a fight against the capitalist system. It is a fight against the
complicity of the ANC-SACP government to keep the working class in poverty and starvation while the Anglo
American and other capitalists take out over R1000bn from the country every year, it is the start of the fight
against Anglo American and its enslavement of the working class in the entire region. Among the slaughtered
are 2 workers from Swaziland and one from Lesotho. The entire subregion sub-Sahara is one giant slave camp
for imperialism.
Cyril Ramaphosa, an ANC NEC member, is a director of Lonmin. Yet the ‘Commission’ will not even look
at the link between the ANC, Lonmin and the massacre. It will not even look at the link between the Presidency
and the massacre: How is it that the militarised police, which was set up by the ANC-SACP government,
gathered on the 16th August, with members from around the country, in service of the Lonmin management?
This must have received the approval of the Presidency, if not the entire cabinet! The style of massacre
reflects the FBI training. These massacres occur regularly by the regime in the DRC, by the Israeli state and by
the Syrian regime. But the link to Anglo American, to US imperialism and its agencies, will not be part of the
Commission’s work. The Cosatu leaders have done nothing while the world-wide massacres by the forces of
Anglo American are continuing. Our struggle is part of the world uprising of the masses against the capitalist
system.
The pro-capitalist nature of the Commission is reflected by its members: Judge Ian Farlam’s speciality is the
banks- these same banks that are plundering the world today. This judge began as a prosecutor in 1962, when
the nationalist liberation movements were crushed and the state hunted down any opposition that dared to
raise its head. Such is the atrocious track record of the head of the ‘Commission’. Bantubonke Tokota is an
executioner of workers- a labour court judge; his claim to fame is defending a drunken high court judge; Pingla
Hemraj is the darling of the Durban Chamber of Commerce- her claim to fame is defending Zuma’s bodyguard
from a charge of having shot at an 84 year old. The ‘Commission’ is set up in terms of a colonial law of 1947which shows that protection of capitalists and the imperialists is the cornerstone of its work. The massacred
have no representative on this capitalist fraud ‘Commission’. Will any evidence that implicates the capitalists or
the state really have any chance of being uncovered?
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Despite the capitalist nature of the ‘Commission’, the Cosatu leadership and affiliate leadership support the
Commission. The Samwu leadership, which starts a critique of the massacre, does not even call for the strikers
to be released; they say no more Marikana’s. But in 1994 it was said: No more Sharpvilles, no more Langa
massacres, and here comes the ‘democratic’ regime and commits a Marikana massacre. This is the point.
The terrible conditions of the Platinum belt, as exposed in the Bench Marks report, which is itself a watereddown version of the reality facing the mineworkers, is mostly the responsibility of Anglo American, the main
player in the entire mining industry, let alone the Platinum mining areas. Yet the ‘Commission’ will not even
examine the key role of Anglo American in the massive theft from the country and region, since its
establishment, more than 100 years ago.
The ‘Commission’ gives a platform for reactionaries like the ISS, the imperialist agency the Institute for Security
Studies, to come and argue, like they have said on public record, they would also have given the order to shoot
to kill, they say the police acted correctly by shooting workers in the back, driving them over with Nyalas. They
give a platform for reactionaries like Commissioner of Police, Phiyega, who said the police have nothing to be
sorry for. They give a platform for the SACP leaders who say nothing against Lonmin, but deliberately distort
events by promoting the capitalist lie that workers believed in muti and thus the strikers ‘attacked’ the police!
The SACP leaders blame the recent decline in demand for the ‘tensions’, but ignore the massive increase in
profit levels of Anglo American over the past 10 years. The SACP does not even call the events a massacre
but support the capitalist ‘Commission’ as ‘proof’ that the government really cares for the masses. There is no
call by the SACP for the release of the arrested strikers. We call on rank and file SACP members to challenge
your leaders on their support for the state in this massacre- break with the SACP and join together with forces
building a new revolutionary International, that sides with the strikers in our fight against the capitalist system.
On the ‘civil society’ ‘Commission’: The first thing the ‘civil society’ forum did was to put the NUM leaders on
the panel of discussion. The Cosatu leaders are complicit in the Marikana massacre, they have even
supported Lonmin’ ultimatum to dismiss the strikers, how can the leaders of NUM be part of an investigation
into the events? Secondly, the role of the church has been to ask workers to cry tears, find ‘closure’ and go
back to work. In other words, the churches play the role of ‘turning the other cheek’ and for going back into the
same slavery conditions that the capitalists dictate. Some of the participants are interested in film rights, rather
than a focus to expose the massacre and present a platform for the massacred to expose their side of the
events.
Workers themselves have said that the ‘Commission’ is a farce. What is needed is a United Front Marikana
campaign committee that is controlled by the strikers themselves, that presents their side of events, including a
verified list of the dead, injured and the missing, that mobilises the entire working class in support of the strike,
in a national, regional and international campaign.
We call for immediate mobilisation for a general strike on the mines on the following demands:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Immediate release of all strikers arrested
Lift the state of emergency in Rustenberg and surrounding areas
Arrest of all the police, their commanders up to the highest level, the Lonmin bosses and all
perpetrators of the 16th August Marikana massacre
R12500 minimum wage for all mineworkers
Open the books of all mines to workers’ inspection
Return of all the wealth stolen by the mining bosses through transfer pricing
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• Arrest of Anglo American and other bosses guilty of transfer pricing.
• Comprehensive compensation for the massacred and injured mineworkers and families
We call for an immediate congress of mineworkers delegates to be held in Marikana, irrespective of union
affiliation, whether unionised or not, local or immigrant, to co-ordinate the workers occupation and seizure of
the mines based on the above demands.
We call for the extension of joint mineworkers and community committees to all the mining areas; we call for
Marikana solidarity committees to be set up in every workplace and in every working class area, based on
workers delegates from the workplaces but also including the unemployed, local and immigrant workers. Such
committees should be spread to Swaziland, Lesotho and indeed the entire sub-region. These committees will
prepare the way to a general strike in the region based on:
An end to the transfer pricing by Anglo American and other monopolies
Work for all- reducing the working day so that all who are unemployed are put to work, without loss of
pay to the existing employed workers
• A living wage for all- wages should rise when prices rise- no more multi-year agreements
• End to casualization and labour broking
• Solidarity with the masses in Lesotho, Swaziland, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Egypt, Libya, Tunisia,
Palestine, Syria, who face not only massacres by their regimes but betrayal by their own leadership of
the working class movement who are openly collaborating with imperialism.
The worker’s families are not calling for compensation; what they are saying is that they will continue the fight
‘until those who took the lives of their loved ones, bring them back to life’. In other words, they will fight until the
system that took the lives of their sons, is no more.
•
•

Let us take forward the fighting spirit of the Spanish mineworkers of Asturias and Leon, who have been
occupying the coal mines in the north of Spain for more than 50 days now- they set up their own self-defence
committees to protect themselves from the attacks of the state.
We call for marches across the country to all SA government offices and to all SA Embassies across the globe
under the slogan: The ANC is not our govt; you are the agent of Lonmin, Anglo American and other
mining capitalists. Now is the time to kick out the treacherous Cosatu leaders; break the alliance with the
capitalist ANC and SACP. Now is the time for a revolutionary working class party to be formed, locally,
regionally and internationally. The state and big capital are organised internationally, why are the forces of the
working class so divided? Let the ruling classes tremble at the socialist revolution. We have nothing to
lose but our chains. We have a world to win. Workers of all countries, Unite!
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Open letter to the members of Cosatu and rank and file members of the SACP on the large
scale theft by Anglo American and other mining capitalists
We address this urgent letter to you because we are concerned that in the biggest mineworkers strike since 1987 you
are silent, in fact you dismiss the strike as hellbent on destroying Cosatu and NUM and that it is reactionary. In fact most
of the workers on strike are members of NUM and thus members of Cosatu. Why would members of Cosatu want to
destroy it? Why would so many thousands of workers allow themselves to be ‘manipulated’ into a reactionary strike?
Surely there must be another explanation.
We know that AMCU has been opportunist to try and ride on the wave of workers dissatisfaction in order to recruit
members. But AMCU is not leading the strike. At Lonmin the strikers did not want to be represented by any union, not
even AMCU. The question is why?
The mine bosses are stealing trillions of Rands but neither the NUM nor Cosatu leadership does anything about it
We quote from a journal article which shows that the stealing by the mine bosses has been going on for at least the past
50 years. Read it for yourself:
‘Yet capital flight has plagued South Africa for five decades. Apartheid governments repeatedly turned a blind eye to
capital taken out of the country illegally by large conglomerates. One exception to this lack of investigation by SARB is
Brian Kahn’s 1991 estimate that total capital flight between 1970 and 1985 amounted to US$15.38 billion at 1985 prices.
Mohamed and Finnoff estimated that capital flight as a percentage of GDP increased from an average of 5.4 per cent a
year between 1980 and 1993 to 9.2 per cent of GDP per year between 1994 and 2000. More recent calculations by
Newman using the same method found that capital flight between 2001 and 2007 was on average 12 per cent of GDP
per year. This figure increased year on year from 2001 and peaked at 23 per cent of GDP in 2007. In particular, trade misinvoicing remains a significant channel for capital flight by companies.’ [Amnesty International? The Nature, Scale and
Impact of Capital Flight from South Africa. Ashman, Fine, Newman. Journal of Southern African Studies. Vol 37. No1,
March 2011. pp7-25].
To give you an idea, 20% of GDP in 2007 was R600bn out of R3000 bn that was stolen by the large conglomerates,
mostly by Anglo American, just in one year. Consider this, the money stolen just in one year would have been enough to
build decent houses for everyone, provided jobs for all, provided free quality education for all and provided free quality
health care for all. Add up all the wealth stolen each year through ‘mis-invoicing’ and the sum is really in the order of
trillions of rands, if not trillions of dollars. [‘mis-invoicing’ or transfer-pricing means simply that when Anglo American
exports Platinum, they label part of it Palladium, for example, and so smuggle the value of the goods out of the country.
Palladium’s price is $600 while Platinum is $1600].
The NUM, Cosatu, SACP and ANC leaders all know about this stealing but fail to challenge it. The mineworkers know the
value of the goods they take out of the ground, but when they look at their payslips, they do not see it.
Mineworkers have for a long time been challenging the bosses on their theft, but the truth is that the NUM leaders turn
a blind eye to the theft by the bosses and settle for slave wages and multi-year agreements. Wages go up very slowly
but prices go up every day. We are all subject to these agreements.
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Thus after years of frustration, living in squatter camps where the sewage flows in the streets, facing death every day
underground, the mine workers began to revolt. The pass laws may formally be gone but the migrant labour system
exists, still. Most mineworkers families are stuck in the rural areas, living a hard life. The promise of family
accommodation next to the mines, is a long forgotten dream. The water to cool the equipment underground is sewage
water- workers often get sick but the bosses don’t care. Anglo American and others deny responsibility when workers
die from silicosis and other mine dust diseases.
The picture is even worse than this when one considers the NUM leaders have set up a loan shark company called UBank, in partnership with the Chamber of Mines. Many mineworkers have huge debt, trapped by their own union
leadership.
One of the most brutal mining companies is Impala Platinum. Yet the SACP leaders are in partnership with it in a mining
company called Tamboti Platinum. Instead of the SACP leadership being the vanguard and challenging the huge
exploitation on the mines, they are in partnership with the bosses. Part of the ANC leadership owns Mvelaserve which,
through Protea Coin, provides security services to the very mine bosses who are stealing so much. The Zuma and Gupta
family are on the Board of JIC, one of the main labour brokers on the mines. Ramaphosa himself is a director of Lonmin.
The leadership of Cosatu, allow that Kopano Ke Matla, its investment arm, invests workers monies in the mining
companies, instead of challenging the exploitative working conditions.
The ANC government allows the masses to live in poverty and starvation while they allow the mine bosses to steal.
There would have not been a single ‘service delivery’ protest if the mine bosses had been prevented from stealing.
How many have died from preventable diseases? From diseases of poverty? The mineworkers have taken the lead to
challenge this theft by the mine bosses.
They need our support right now. Unfortunately the Cosatu and SACP leaders are prepared for workers to get peanuts;
they do not want to challenge this exploitation. What should we do? NUM and Cosatu belongs to the workers, not the
leaders. Workers need to form grassroots committees to take control of the unions.
To the rank and file members of Cosatu and SACP, we ask a simple question: What are you going to do to challenge the
theft by the mine bosses? Every day the strike is on, is very hard on the mineworkers and transport workers.
Surely the central demand must be that all the stolen wealth must be brought back and the mine bosses should stop
stealing. Surely an ultimatum must be given to the bosses on this. You still have faith in the Cosatu and SACP leaders, see
if they will call a general strike on this to support the striking mine and transport workers right now. You also need to ask
yourself why they have not supported the strikers, why when workers were challenging the bosses, they were shot
down by a special police unit at Marikana, why have they called the workers thugs and warlords, when the biggest thugs
and warlords are the mine bosses. If the ANC NEC members and their families are running security and labour broking
companies on the mines and are part of BEEE shareholdings on the mines, can we really say nationalise the mines under
this government? Can we really be in alliance with the ANC govt, the security guards and labour brokers of the mine
bosses? Surely the demand must be to expropriate the mines without compensation to the bosses, placing these under
workers control.
Then we can say that the youth have a future.
Issued by Workers International Vanguard Party workersinternational@gmail.com 11.10.2012
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Open letter to the members of Cosatu and rank and file
members of the SACP- welcome to Rustenburg
We would like to warmly welcome you to Rustenburg, even if it is more than 2 and a half months since the mine workers
strike started. We hear that you have come to reclaim Rustenburg from the forces of counter-revolution. We say that it
is us, the members of NUM and Cosatu that have to reclaim our unions from the alliance with the capitalist ANC.
We want especially to salute the workers of Numsa who are currently on strike at Implats and Xstrata. We want to
salute all other workers that been brave enough to sacrifice to come out on strike (transport, municipal, post office,
home textiles, etc).
Let us face the facts comrades: Each time we stood together as workers, on our own, we have gone forward. Every time
we stand with the ANC, we are held back: For the past 18 years the ANC government has been building some brick
shacks in the old apartheid group areas, not breaking it down and integrating us. It is us, the working class, with great
sacrifice, that has integrated many schools, not the ANC government. An ANC official falsified the document on wave
curves agreement for municipal workers, now the ANC government is appealing the case to prevent backpay to
hundreds of thousands of municipal workers, many living in rural areas. The ANC govt claims to support Palestinians but
one of the first things the Mandela government did was to sign an agreement with Israel to expand trade with them. The
ANC has even signed an agreement never to nationalise any Israeli company operating in SA. Anglo American and other
mines have been stealing trillions of rands over the years through lying about the value of goods they export. The
government knows they are stealing but turn a blind eye to this. Now they say we must tighten our belts, they
implement e-tolling while the mine bosses are stealing trillions; the ANC govt supports labour broking and youth slavery
while they know there is enough money for decent work for all. In fact the trillions being stolen can provide decent
houses, free quality education and free quality health care for all and wipe out poverty in the whole of Southern Africa.
To add insult to injury, Tokyo Sexwale’s Mvelaserve provide security to the mines that are stealing from the masses on a
daily basis. The Zuma family runs one of the biggest labour brokers on the mines, called JIC. The Motlanthe family has
shares in Capitec bank. Many of the ANC leaders have shares in the mines.
The truth is comrades, while we as workers are out in the streets, the ANC government is riding on our backs. This is
what BEE or BEEE means. The capitalists are part of ‘the people’. The ‘people shall govern, shall share’ really means that
the capitalists will govern and always take the best share.
When the mineworkers rise up to stop the stealing by the mine bosses, the mine bosses work together with the
government to massacre the strikers. The police who massacred the strikers are still free, able to kill again, while many
worker leaders have been arrested, often denied bail and denied legal aid. The ANC govt is the chief security guard for
the big thief, Anglo American.
Instead of leading the fight against the mine bosses, the SACP leaders have a partnership with the bosses of Implats in a
joint venture called Tamboti Platinum. This is what leader of the SACP, Minister Blade Nzimande said at the Cosatu
Congress after the massacre: ‘The SACP fully supports government's crackdown’. How can the SACP leaders seriously
say they support the mineworkers when they are in partnership with the bosses and the capitalist ANC? The Cosatu
investment company, Kopano ke Matla, have shares in iron ore, manganese and coal mining. Tumelo Motsisi is a
director of Cosatu Investments, Kopano ke Matla. At the same time he is the Executive Chair of Atlatsa- Bokoni Platinum,
that recently dismissed thousands of workers. Bokoni is part of big thief Anglo American.
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The picture is even worse than this when one considers the NUM leaders have set up a loan shark ‘mashonisa’ company
called U-Bank, with the Chamber of Mines. Mineworkers have huge debt, trapped by our own union leadership.
Instead of breaking with the capitalist ANC, the Cosatu leaders declare they are in favour of the same top 4 leaders that
must have been involved in giving the ‘shoot to kill orders’ at Marikana.
It is not enough to say: ‘nationalise the mines’ because the same capitalist ANC leaders will just enrich themselves, just
as the Mandela and Zuma family did at Aurora mine when they stripped it of their assets and did not pay workers. No,
we need to say: Expropriate the mines, without compensation to the thieving capitalists, place the mines and banks
under workers control. This means that workers control committees must be set up at every mine, every workplace,
every working class area, every school and university. This is the way unemployment and starvation wages can be
ended. Why can’t these workers committees be the basis for a workers’ government?
Cosatu leaders are waving around the section 77 notice for a ‘strike’ But comrades, look at e-tolling- the Cosatu leaders
called a 1 –day strike and then go and drink tea with the government and the bosses. Today e-tolling is going ahead. We
need a real preparation for a real general strike to demand that all the stolen wealth must be returned, but to do this
we need to form committees, change the structure of our unions- we cannot let a handful of shopstewards control our
unions- the committees should be elected and accountable to general meetings of worker and subject to immediate
recall. No worker leader or official should earn more than the average wage of a skilled worker. Fundamentally, we need
to break from the capitalist ANC and counter-revolutionary SACP. Kick out the Cosatu bureaucrats. We need an
independent, international, revolutionary working class party, that unites the working class in the region, across Africa
and internationally.
Solidarity with the striking Namibian teachers and other workers of Southern Africa
Ban all labour brokers
Expropriate the mines, without compensation to the bosses, place them under workers control. Arrest the
thieving mine bosses and the killer police. Police out of our areas!
• Share the work among all who can work, without loss of pay
• No to multiyear agreements- wages must rise as prices rise
• Nationalise the land and expropriate , without compensation to the capitalists, all the large commercial farms,
place them under workers control. Cheap credit and assistance to the small farmer. Decent houses for all; free
quality health care, free education for all
• Expropriate all the banks, without compensation to the capitalists, place them under workers control. For one
central bank.
• For a workers government based on grassroots committees; for workers self-defence
• For a federation of Socialist workers states of Southern Africa and of the entire Africa
Issued by Workers International Vanguard Party 27.10.2012
•
•
•
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Response to Numsa CC on Marikana- the Numsa bureaucrats are trying save their
own skins from the militant members of the union
Many Cosatu members are in shock- the ANC government has massacred the workers at Marikana, yet the Cosatu
leaders have yet to organise a single act of solidarity (except showing their faces at the memorials); the Cosatu leaders
have not even organised a slice of bread for the strikers, the injured, the families of the massacred. The NUM even
supported the Lonmin ultimatum to dismiss the strikers; the NUM leaders have even encouraged the police to shoot the
strikers!
In the middle of this massive betrayal by the Cosatu leaders, some activists are parading the NUMSA CC statement as a
great victory for the left or the working class. This is a mistaken view. We outline below our analysis of the NUMSA CC
statement of 2 Sept 2012:
Firstly, the Numsa leaders accept the government Commission which does not even have the terms of reference to look
at the collusion between the bosses, the state and the NUM leadership, nor will this commission even investigate the
level of stealing by all the mining industry bosses through transfer pricing and other mechanisms. No comment about
how the police, who committed the massacre, have not been charged while the strikers have been harassed- the Numsa
leaders are silent about how biased the Commission already is. No Lonmin boss has been charged with murder,
irrespective of the fact that they met the police directly before the massacre. Numsa leaders are silent on this.
To make itself appear ‘red’ or ‘revolutionary’ the NUMSA CC also support a supposed ‘independent Commission’ by
Cosatu and ‘revolutionary formations’. Thus the NUM leadership, the very ones who worked hand in glove with the
bosses, will be part of investigating the massacre. Is this not a recipe for a cover-up? Further, the SACP, which called for
AMCU leaders to be arrested, will also be part of this ‘Commission’. How can those who are complicit with the bosses in
the massacre of the workers, investigate the massacre itself? We remember that in 2000 the very leadership of Numsa
was part of signing an agreement with the bosses at VWSA to dismiss strikers. The Cosatu and Numsa leaders still have
to go and answer to the 1346 dismissed VWSA workers and their families for why they sided with the bosses. Hundreds
of these workers have died, massacred by unemployment.
Even though the Numsa draws the conclusion that this is ‘the first post-apartheid South African state massacre of the
organised working class’, they do not take this to its logical conclusion, namely that Numsa and Cosatu should break its
alliance with the state and the ruling party, the ANC. No, they refer to the head of state as ‘Comrade Jacob Zuma’, yet
this ‘comrade’s cabinet has said, within days of the massacre, that ‘SA remains a friendly investment destination and that
the country will not allow renegade elements to subvert the rule of law’. Anglo American and others take hundreds of
billions out of the country, every year through stealing, yet this is not breaking the rule of law! But when Cosatu
members stand up to the bosses and demand more than the pittance that the leadership settle for, year after year, the
working class are ‘renegades’ to be shot down like dogs. Indeed the next day after the Numsa CC, 4 NUM strikers on the
gold mines were shot dead. The response of Numsa and Cosatu leaders to this act of the state against the ‘renegades’,
against the working class, is the silence of the graves.
The Numsa CC sings the same song as the Cosatu leaders, namely as if these were just some rogue police and not a
planned attack by the state. The Numsa CC only calls for the dismissal of the police who perpetrated the massacre; they
do not even call for their arrest. They only call for the removal from political office of someone who was implicated in
the massacre- why not call for their arrest? Are they calling for the removal of Zuma and replacement with Motlanthe?
The same Motlanthe whose family also has shares on the mines? The Numsa leaders are trying to deceive their base and
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the rest of the working class. By calling only for action against the police (really just a tap on the knuckles for a
massacre), the Numsa leaders are covering for the capitalist state. Here we have the true role of the capitalist state, as
an instrument of violence against the working class. The Numsa leaders want to pose progressive by quoting Marx on
the nature of the bourgeois democracy we are in, but do not draw the conclusion about why Numsa and Cosatu are in
alliance with the leaders of this bourgeois democracy and that they should break with it. No, for the Numsa leaders, just
deal with these few rogue police and raps the rest on the knuckles, pleading with them not to be involved on labour
disputes- this is what Numsa leaders are saying- this like asking a wolf not to be a wolf- you can put the police in 100
workshops, it does not change their role as an instrument of violence against the working class.
On the other hand, while the Numsa leaders call for the police to be tapped on the knuckles, they do not even call for
the charges against the strikers to be dropped, they only call for them to be given bail. This clearly shows that, for all
their words of the state being an instrument of violence, they have no objection to the bosses using this instrument to
persecute the workers- the state can charge the survivors of the massacre and not charge the police- this is the position
of the Numsa CC.
Workers should ask themselves why the Numsa leaders are silent on the need for nationalisation to be under workers
control. The Numsa leaders just call for nationalisation, under the very same bourgeois democracy that is massacring
the workers. This is just posing to save the bosses from revolution- to put a few faces of the black elite in front, while the
imperialist-capitalists still control.
The case of Lonmin shows that the BEE capitalists are tied hand and foot to big capital. Cyril Ramaphosa’s Shanduka
received loans from big capital to acquire their stake in Lonmin, so in fact big capital controls the every move of
Shanduka. This is the type of fake nationalisation which the Numsa leaders and the ANC Youth league stands for- they
are silent on workers control, why? Because their real agenda is to become the new stakeholders, frontmen for big
capital, so they can rescue the capitalists from a workers’ revolution.
The Numsa leaders talk about ‘unity’ but why have they not even come out in support of the workers’ demand for
R12500. The LRS (Labour Research Service) report (A Mineworkers’ wage: The only argument against the R12500 is
greed), provides a scientific basis for support of the mineworkers demand across all mines, yet the Numsa leaders are
silent on this and have no programme of mass action to support the strikers. This can only be because the Numsa
leaders do not support the demand; this shows what their true class role is as labour bureaucrats- namely to control the
masses from within the workers movement, as a service to big capital. The Numsa leaders know that if they support
such a basic demand for R12500, the rank and file Numsa members will say, well, if we can ask for such a reasonable
wage for the mineworkers, why not us? Again, it shows the real role of the Numsa and Cosatu leaders, to control the
Cosatu members and thus to control the advanced guard of the working class.
The Numsa leaders deliberately misquote and distort what Lenin writes in State and Revolution. They claim to quote
Marx when saying that ‘bourgeois democracy is nothing but the best political shell behind which the bourgeoisie hides its
dictatorship’. Then the Numsa leaders propose that ‘we should be able to ensure that the ANC emerges with leadership
that is rooted in the working class and that does not seek to change its liberation character’. In other words, the Numsa
leaders propose to maintain the alliance with the ruling party and the capitalist state, merely to change the faces. This is
a direct break with Lenin’s understanding of the state. This is what Lenin wrote in State and Revolution:
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‘ A democratic republic is the best possible shell for capitalism, and, therefore, once capital has gained control this
very best shell, it establishes its power so firmly , that no change, either of persons, of institutions, or of parties in the
bourgeois-democratic republic, can shake it.’
Thus, according to Lenin, no change of people in a capitalist state, irrespective of good intentions, can alter that it is a
dictatorship of the capitalist class. The history of Polokwane shows, as does the past 18 years, that you can change faces,
but the capitalist state will still be an instrument of violence against the working class. All the Numsa leaders want, is to
put another face at the leadership of the ANC and win 5 more years for big capital to continue to massacre the working
class.
Numsa leaders, like the Cosatu leaders, call for the reform of the police; by this they mean, the continuation of the
masses being disarmed and the police remaining armed- in other words for the dictatorship of the bosses to go on.
What Lenin calls for is for the arming of the masses; that Socialism will only come through the mass action of the
working class and fellow poor against the capitalist system. Every party, worth its salt in the workers’ movement, must
have as part of its programme, the general arming of the masses- this is the most important addition which Marx made
to the Communist Manifesto. Clearly the Cosatu and Numsa leaders are directly opposed to this.
The Numsa CC statement is a general cover for the ongoing massacre by the capitalists of the working class- the call for
the nationalisation of Sasol is not for it to be under workers control; in fact they ask for the agency that is pro-Anglo
American, NERSA, to police Sasol. Yet the same banks that Control Nersa and that year on year impose electricity
increases that benefit anglo American, the Numsa leaders ask, to oversee Sasol. This is just playing with words, trying to
hide that the Numsa leaders are themselves the shopstewards of the bosses and principally of Anglo American. The
Numsa leaders claim that big companies are being hit by high electricity increases- this is not true- Anglo American and
other monopolies pay less than 20c per unit- they have 40 year contracts that guarantee low prices to them.
The Numsa leaders are silent on the R3trillion infrastructure scam that will build up capitalist infrastructure, to bail out
Anglo American, without even a plan for houses and electricity for all. The Numsa leaders do not even call for the
Ferrochrome industry to be nationalised, why? Why protect the bosses?
Finally, the Numsa leaders continue to raise the discredited argument of the Colonialism of a Special Type and the
National Democratic revolution- in essence they say that the black masses in South Africa was colonised by white
monopoly capital and white people in general. What the past 18 years have shown is that capital is colour blind, the
black capitalist are no better than the white capitalist- in fact we may say that they are worse because they pose as if
they are with the masses. The monopoly capitalist we know as the enemy- well defined over many years of struggle. The
black capitalist has been hidden and covered by the Cosatu and SACP leadership up to now. The SACP, by breaking from
its founding programme which called for unity of black and white workers, to adopt the Colonial thesis, divided the
working class, by allowing the white working class to be freely co-opted by right wing reactionaries. This, still remaining
split in the working class, is one of the reasons why imperialism capitalism can continue its rule.
On the other hand the SACP placed the winning of democratic demands in the hands of the black middle class, the thesis
that the ANC leads the alliance for the attainment of the ‘national democratic’ demands. The past 18 years shows that
the ANC govt has not broken down the racial ghettos, but have reinforced it through the RDP housing in racial group
areas. In the case of the mines, one of the first democratic demands of the mineworkers was an end to the migrant
labour system and thus the building of quality housing for mineworkers and their families. What has the ANC govt done?
Instead of compelling the mining bosses to build decent family accommodation for mineworkers, the ANC leadership
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has taken shares in the mines. Besides Ramaphosa and his stake in Lonmin, the Zuma, Mandela and Motlanthe family
have been given shares in the mines. R600bn is stolen from the country by the mining bosses through transfer pricing,
every year. Here is the money for decent family accommodation for the mineworkers and in fact to abolish slums
overnight across Southern Africa. Yet this simple democratic task has been sabotaged by the black capitalists that the
SACP says is the leader of the NDR. The ANC turn a blind eye when Anglo American steals, while when mineworkers
merely want a living wage, the ANC govt says they are renegades and a threat to the rule of law. The black elite are the
ones that operate the labour brokers on the mines. The ANC elite is trampling the democratic demands of the working
class under their feet, yet the SACP and the Numsa leaders say the ANC govt is the leader of the fight for democracy.
Surely, the past 18 years and now the Marikana massacre now shows that the CST and the NDR is false, that the words
of Lenin in State and Revolution are true, namely that upon attainment of democracy, that the capitalist class and the
middle class lose their revolutionism. Surely the question of the permanent revolution as espoused by Marx, Lenin and
Trotsky is shown to be valid, namely that the only class that can take the democratic demands to completion is the
working class in power. Not a skipping over the democratic programme, but an intensification of the fight for democratic
demands that cannot be led by the bourgeois ANC. A fight for a living wage for mineworkers and decent family
accommodation next to the mines is the start of the fight for the working class to take power into its own hands.
The Freedom Charter is deliberately vague, talking about the wealth shall be controlled by the people as a whole- the
state already owns all the mineral rights but control still lies in the hands of the monopolies. The ‘people’ includes the
capitalists, who own everything, all the means of production, and the masses, who own nothing. The Freedom Charter is
silent on which class should dominate and dictate; it does not call for nationalization under workers control, because
one section of the ‘people’ will be disadvantaged, namely the capitalist class. The past 18 years have shown that where
capitalists and the working class sit in the same party, the party is dominated by the capitalist programme. The
capitalists have centuries of resources and wealth to back up their ideology, they have the church, the tribal leaders, the
universities, the schools, the state, to back them up and dominate the working class.
The mines have always operated drawing workers from across Southern Africa. Any working class programme must take
it into account that the entire working class in southern Africa are slaves of Anglo American and monopoly capital. There
can be no nationalist solution for the fight against international capitalism. The working class in North Africa, the
imperialist centres and China are facing the same imperialist capitalist enemy. We need to unite as an international
working class, to advance the current world wide working class spring. The time has come to tear up the fraud of the
Freedom Charter and the NDR. We need a workers programme, with democratic and Socialist demands, and an
international working class party, that is independent of the capitalist state and big capital. It is time to refound the
Fourth International.
Numsa once had a resolution for a working class party, but the leadership of the union has buried this in the deepest
archives. It is time to dig it up, and open the debate anew. It is time to toss out the pro-capitalist leadership in Numsa
and Cosatu and to break the alliance with the capitalist ANC govt. 6.9.2012 WIVP
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Mineworkers Declaration, issued on the 22nd September 2012 at the 1st
Conference- Forward to Socialist Action, Windhoek
The Namibian working class, especially us mineworkers, have been following the events at Marikana over the past few weeks,
with undivided attention.
We noted the workers’ struggle for better wages and conditions; the arrogant rejection of their demands by the mine bosses; the
treacherous reluctance of the trade union leaders to really fight for the workers; the severe brutality of the police (SAP) against
the workers; the silence od the socalled democratically elected government; the false labelling and attempts to criminalise the
striking workers; the terrible hardship and poverty of the producers of the wealth of South Africa (namely, the workers) and the
stinking riches of the parasites, the mine bosses, who live from the labour of the workers.
Further, we also take note of our own trade union leaders who have up to now, not uttered even a single word about the
Marikana massacre; the absence of the trade union (leaders) from the protest at the SA embassy which was held in solidarity
rd
with the Marikana workers on the 23 August 2012.
Further, we want to express our admiration of the Marikana workers who, despite the death of their comrades, the intimidation
of the police and the state, persevered and continued with the strike and today have achieved a victory over the parasites, the
mine bosses.
Therefore, we declare in Windhoek today, at this historic first Socialist conference, that we as the Namibian mineworkers will
embark on a determined fight to strengthen the links between all mineworkers across Southern Africa. We declare here in
Windhoek today that ‘an injury to one is an injury to all’.
nd

We declare here in Windhoek today, the 22 Sept 2012, at this first Socialist Conference, organised by the Marxist Study Group,
that the demands of the Marikana mineworkers are now no longer only that of the workers in Marikana, but they have become
the demands of each and every mineworker across Southern Africa.

Didhard Mparo For workers at Weatherly Copper Smelter, Ojihase and Matchless mines, Namibia

Mineworkers, other workers and Socialists protest in Windhoek over Marikana massacre
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Open letter to the striking mineworkers
Today the petrol price goes up by 21 cents. This means food, taxi fare, and other goods will all cost more. Prices of basic
goods go up every week and every month, yet we are expected to wait patiently, to suffer in silence for a year before
wages go up by a little bit. Our expenses go up by 30% but our union leaders only ask for 10% or less. What makes it
worse is that the union leaders know that the mine bosses are stealing hundreds of Billions of Rands every year through
transfer pricing, yet they turn a blind eye to that. [for example the bosses book out Palladium when it is really Platinum,
and so smuggle out the wealth].This stealing is not regarded as criminality by the union leaders. How many of the poor
in the rural areas are dying of hunger while the bosses are stealing our wealth? The government and the SACP leaders
know the mine bosses are stealing, but they keep quiet and accept shares on the mines, filling their pockets, while the
masses are hungry.
The NUM and Cosatu leaders want to blame the Impala bosses for giving 18% to one section of the workers while the
rest got nothing. The union leaders are more concerned about collective bargaining than workers’ demands. A fighting
union would have challenged the bosses to give 18% to all mineworkers across the board. Did NUM or Cosatu leaders do
that? No. If they did fight for 18% for all, there would not have been a Marikana massacre. These leaders went around
calling on workers not to disturb the collective bargaining agreement, to wait for next year for the 10% increase.
Now the NUM and Cosatu leaders want to take credit for the 22% increase that the Lonmin strikers won. We all know
the truth: The NUM and Cosatu leaders supported the ultimatum by Lonmin bosses to dismiss the workers; the NUM
leaders called on the police to shoot the strikers and to ‘crack down on criminality’. The NUM and AMCU leaders begged
workers to go back to work, before even a single demand had been met.
So how was the victory won at Lonmin? Simply, because workers were united- no force on earth could divide us- they
sent chiefs, parliamentarians, church leaders, the union leaders, the CCMA, Malema, every opportunist under the sun,
even the police to shoot and harass us day and night, but they could not break our unity. Workers put aside the unions
and formed their own committees. Even when a large part of the leadership was shot dead by the police and several
other strike leaders were arrested, workers organised again and set up a new leadership, based on committees. These
committees are based on instant recall, any leader can be immediately replaced. No leader has any privileges such as
millionaire wages. The committee has to report everything to the general meeting and take a mandate from it. Workers
had a strong support from the community who stood behind the strikers every day. Lonmin was forced to negotiate
because other workers also started putting their shopstewards one side and electing committees and came out on
strike. Protests by workers and workers organizations started spreading throughout the world. This was how workers
won a great step forward. Mr Vavi said it was a sad day for South Africa when he got the news that workers won 22%
increase. A sad day for the mine bosses, not for us. A fighting union would have said, here are workers standing up for a
just cause, to stop the stealing by the mine bosses and for a living wage. This victory was a victory for the international
working class. We could have achieved much more if Cosatu and NUM leaders had organised support strikes from the
rest of the working class. These leaders left workers isolated and so the Lonmin strikers had to retreat and take the best
that they could, namely this 22%.
But the fight is not just for a minimum of R12500 or R16500. When prices go up, wages should go up. But even more, if
we as workers can stop the mine bosses from stealing and can get them to bring back the money they stole for the past
50 years, everyone can have work, a decent house, free, quality health care, free, quality education.
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At the same time, Anglo American and other mine bosses have also been stealing from the entire Africa. At this very
moment the mineworkers in Namibia, Zimbabwe, Botswana are discussing our demands, they have the same problems.
Surely we can send a message to them that if they stand up, we will support them through our own action. The mines in
South Africa were built from the blood and sweat of workers from the entire Southern Africa. Is it not time that we
stood together to stop the stealing by Anglo American that tramps on the dreams of our youth?
The youth in Chile have been protesting and occupying schools for the past year because Anglo American is stealing the
Copper from the mines there. They too deserve our support.
The way forward
We cannot go back to a system where a handful of shopstewards dictate what happens in the union. We need
grassroots committees to run the union and to control every leader. Even these committees must be subject to regular
general meetings. Further we need to build joint committees of the workers and the communities.
The first step is for all the mines that are on strike to set up a joint strike committee that is accountable to the broader
strike committee of each mine and the general meeting of the strikers. No decision can be carried out unless approved
by the general meeting of the mineworkers. The committee is elected by a general meeting of strikers, irrespective of
union affiliation. Both NUM and AMCU must make resources available for the strike committees to operate and to
strengthen the strike.
The decision to take a step forward, take a step back, continue, suspend or end the strike can only be taken by general
meetings of the strikers, not by anyone else.
Central demands:
1. The mine bosses should stop stealing and the stolen wealth of the past 50 years should come back
2. Nationalise the mines, without compensation to the capitalists, under workers control, not under the control of
the current state. This is necessary to end unemployment, low wages, long hours, homelessness, poor health
care and capitalist education
3. Workers dying on the mines or shot by the police or becoming sick due to work on the mines must have
compensation paid by the mine companies to their families as if he or she were still working on the mines
4. R12500 or R16500 as a minimum; wages must increase when prices increase.
For any threat of dismissal and to fight for the above demands, there should be mobilisation for a General strike. For a
broader strike committee of all mineworkers, transport, textile, Dunlop, Toyota, and service delivery protestors. For a
merger of AMCU and NUM and a new union based on committees. Workers International Vanguard Party 3.10.2012
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MINEWORKERS DECLARATION
19th September 2012

Marikana

We, the striking mineworkers, delegates from various Platinum, gold and other mines and mineworker
communities, gathered here today, declare the following:
1. We stand in solidarity with the mineworkers, ex-mineworkers and their families in the rest of South
Africa, Swaziland, Lesotho, in Botswana, Namibia, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Zambia, Malawi, DRC,
Angola, Rwanda, Burundi, Tanzania, Kenya, in West Africa, in Chile, in China, in India, in Italy, Spain
and the rest of the world;
2. We remember the hundreds of thousands of mineworkers who have died on the mines all over the
world; we remember those who have died because of mine sickness such as silicosis. We remember
all who face a daily death who still work in the mines. The capitalist mine owners become rich at our
expense.
3. We remember the dead, the injured, shot down by the police on the 16th August 2012
4. The ANC government is not our government; it is the government of the mining bosses, of the
capitalists. This is the same in every country in the world- the government is the government of the rich.
5. The police are not there to protect us and our families but to keep us as slaves to the mining bosses
and their cruel system of exploitation.
6. Our children have no future, we live shacks, the water is polluted, sewage runs in the streets, the few
who work earn slave wages, because the mine bosses steal trillions of Rands and dollars worth of
wealth from South Africa and the rest of Africa, every year. The migrant labour system is still there, it is
just run by new bossboys, the ANC government;
7. The mines, factories and commercial farms should therefore be taken over, without compensation to
the capitalists, and run by the workers,
8. Parliament is a talkshop, covering the dictatorship of the owners of the mines and the international
banks; the government and parliament are their local managers;
9. Black Economic Empowerment or Indigenization is a tool to by the international mining bosses and
banks to bribe a section of the local middle class to manage this slavery system for them;
10. No worker representative or official should get more than the average wage that skilled workers have
achieved; all representatives and officials must be subject to instant recall by the workers;
11. The striking mineworkers general meetings will decide as a collective when the strike is stopped,
suspended or when we take a step forward or a temporary step back;
12. We stand in solidarity with the striking mineworkers at KDC Goldfields and any other mine that is on
strike; we warn the bosses to meet their demands or face a full scale general strike on the mines; we
call for a war committee of workers delegates from all mines to be strengthened and to continue to coordinate our struggles;
13. We stand in solidarity with the striking coal mine workers in Italy and Spain
14. We thank all the working class and activists around the world who came out in protest in support of usyou have shown the real meaning of ‘an injury to one is an injury to all’.
15. We call for all workers to immediately remove all their shopstewards and leaders who sides with the
ANC government and the bosses. Workers’ take control of your unions
16. At the same time we also call on all workplaces and working class communities to elect worker’s
representatives, irrespective if they are in a union or not, permanent or casual, local or immigrant and in
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the community, the delegates should include the youth and unemployed. All representatives should be
subject to instant recall by the constituency that elected them.
Our demands remain:
The families of the workers massacred by the police and the mine bosses must receive the wage and
full benefits of that worker, as if he was alive;
•
A minimum of R12500 for all mineworkers in Africa. Workers are free to fight for more, such as
R16070. All wages must rise when prices rise and not be bound by any agreement to wait for a year or years.
•

•

•

Arrest the police and their commanders who perpetrated the massacre.
• Arrest the Lonmin bosses for their complicity in the Marikana massacre
An end to stealing by the mine bosses through transfer pricing; bring back the wealth that the mine bosses
have stolen- here are the funds for jobs for all at a living wage, decent houses and services for all, free,
quality health care for all, for free, liberatory education for all; equal pay for equal work- an end to
casualization and labour broking.

•
Arrest all the mine bosses for theft .Stop the plunder of the wealth in Africa by Anglo American and
other imperialist monopolies
Nationalize all the land, mines, banks, commercial farms, Sasol, Petro-SA, without compensation to the
capitalists, place these under workers’ control. This creates the basis for sharing all work among all
who can work, for ending all unemployment and low wages, for disbanding the ghettoes and building
integrated decent housing and service for all, for free, quality health care for all, for free, liberatory
education for all.
• Disband the police and the army; for the general arming of the masses
The above programme sets the basis for the setting up of a working class party, that unites the working class
fighters in South Africa, Southern Africa, Africa and around the globe. It is this new party that will lead the
struggle for working class power and a Socialist workers’ state, indeed a federation of Southern African
Socialist states and a Socialist Africa. The pace at which the workers’ states are integrated to become a unity
will be determined by the respective working classes themselves, although we realize that the Anglo American
and other mining monopolies keep us divided in different slave camps but for their sole benefit.
•

No struggle for workers’ power in Africa can succeed if the workers in the USA, Britain, France, Germany,
Japan and in other countries do not also struggle for working class power on their own home soil.
Our mothers were kitchen slaves, our fathers were mineworkers, we want the current and future generations to
be free. That is why we are Socialist; that is why we are Communist; that is why we are Trotskyist.

Namibian teachers on the march to break from Swapo; Transport strikers revolt against the system
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Internationale
Words by Eugene Pottier (Paris 1871) Music by Pierre Degeyter (1888)
Arise ye workers from your slumbers
Arise ye prisoners of want
For reason in revolt now thunders
And at last ends the age of cant.
Away with all your superstitions
Servile masses arise, arise
We'll change henceforth the old tradition
And spurn the dust to win the prize.
So comrades, come rally
And the last fight let us face
The Internationale unites the human race.
So comrades, come rally
And the last fight let us face
The Internationale unites the human race.
No more deluded by reaction
On tyrants only we'll make war
The soldiers too will take strike action
They'll break ranks and fight no more
And if those cannibals keep trying
To sacrifice us to their pride
They soon shall hear the bullets flying
We'll shoot the generals on our own side.
No saviour from on high delivers
No faith have we in prince or peer
Our own right hand the chains must shiver
Chains of hatred, greed and fear
E'er the thieves will out with their booty
And give to all a happier lot.
Each at the forge must do their duty
And we'll strike while the iron is hot.
The Internationale was written to celebrate the Paris Commune of March-May 1871: the first time workers took
state power into their own hands. Representatives were mandated on policy questions by their electors, they
were recallable at any time and were paid wages that reflected those of their constituents. The distinction
between legislative and executive arms of government was abolished.

Mineworker and farm worker committees are a start of workers democracy in South Africa
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Anti-Hilary Clinton protest at UWC workers-student-teacher unite against school closures by DA/ANC
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